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latter could do was to hold together the forces of patriotic decency
for the immediate action; he could not create unity. That was
the true significance of Stresemann's death; there was no one
to take advantage of the tremendous opportunity of giving the
new-found democratic unity such a basis as would have left no
excuse for the decent Nationalist to support Hugenberg.
But that was hardly thought of at the moment; the attention
of the nation was concentrated on the extremist appeal to the
people. The government did its oratorical best without the aid
of the one man who could not merely have smashed the argu-
mentation of the Right but drawn political capital from its rout,
and on the whole more than held its own with the shrieking
brotherhood in debate. But it was none the less an uninspiring
business. The difficulty of the government was the resolute
refusal of their opponents to come down to argument from bare
assertion and scurrility. "The burden of the Young plan/' said
Hugenberg simply, "cannot be borne; the plan cannot be ful-
filled and to accept it is a foul trick unworthy of an honourable
nation." Other speakers of the Right put a little more content
into the argument, and the rival presses and platforms conducted
a brisk financial and statistical duel without causing any change
at all in partisan opinion. There was no one left to raise the issue
to the higher plane of history.
But there were those who saw in the controversy a golden
opportunity for advertisement. To the National Socialists the
issue of the appeal meant nothing; they knew it was lost in any
case. But it meant a good deal that men should hear of the
Hitlerite party, and, without caring how they alienated even those
who really disliked the plan, they excelled themselves in abuse
and wild prophecy. Stresemann, said one orator, was "a French
agent who took his pay from Germany," and he finished a sus-
tained burst of intemperance by declaring that he saw no reason
to worry if the President himself were arraigned under the treason
clause: "The people's initiative is only a beginning; to-morrow
it will be a people's protest and the day after to-morrow a people's
revolution." The propaganda service broadcast to the nation the
interesting fact that one of the functions of the new Bank which

